Volunteer in Hangdewa in the NE
Himalayas and Experience a
Welcome of a Lifetime!
What to expect and what to bring

contact@qlearningnepal.com| +447973285296 |
www.qlearningnepal.com/volunteer/
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1. We Want You

If you speak excellent English, we want you. If you
have other skills such as teaching, computers,
coding, practical science, technology, music, art,
maths…..please sign up now.
We will plan around what you can offer,
whatever your age!
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We believe that education is the cornerstone to a fairer world and can allow the village of Hangdewa
to continue its way of life. The Q·Learning Nepal Trust CIO funds a quality education and the villagers
choose how the children develop so that this harmonious, diverse, and beautiful place maintains its
culture and uniqueness whilst lifting itself out of poverty. This is a very remote and poor part of one
of the poorest countries in the world.
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2. Why Here, Why Now?
The Q.Learning Nepal
Trust CIO funds the
education of children
and young people in
Hangdewa, near
Taplejung, Nepal, to
improve their life
chances – and you can
help with this mission.
This is one of the most
remote places on Earth…and, really, there are not that many left. If you want to know what life in
your great grandmother’s time was like, you may get an inkling. If you want to question your
Western lifestyle, here is the place to do it. If you simply love big mountains, look no further. It will
take you a while to get here even if you fly, and then there is the mountain road which follows the
path of the most challenging marathon in the world, before
you arrive amongst friendly faces and a peacefulness that
makes time meaningless.

And yet, this is a moment in time when we can help the
villagers get it right. They live in one of the most beautiful
places possible. Soon visitors from over the border from
China will come (they are building the road now) and more
from India too (to visit Pathibhara Temple)….and then
choices will have to be made as to how they manage all
that.
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3. Experience the Area in Your Downtime
Taplejung is one of the most beautiful areas in eastern Nepal. It has spectacular landscape. We
recommend you visit some of the places mentioned below during your stay.

3.1. Pathibara Temple

Pathibara Temple
Perhaps the most significant Hindu temple
outside of India is situated above Hangdewa,
about 3794 m above sea level. The hike is 4-5
hours from Jedi (where the jeep stops) to
mid-point where you can stay overnight.
Spectacular views across Himalayan
mountains and hiking at its best.

1 Pathibara Temple
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3.2. Mitlung

Mitlung
is a Limbu or local tribal
word meaning Group of
Rocks. It is a small village on
the bank of the River Tamor
below Hangdewa, about an
hour away. The main
attraction of Mitlung, apart
from the friendly villagers
and small Hindu temple, is
the Tamor River itself, with
its high, narrow bridges and
hydroelectric power station.

2 Mitlung

3.3. Phungphunge Waterfall

Phungphunge Waterfall
One of Nepal’s finest waterfalls is
300m high. It is near Mikwakhola
village, which is one day’s walk from
Taplejung or 4 hours by jeep.

3 Phunghunghe Waterfall
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3.4. Suketar Buddhist Monastery

Suketar Buddhist Monastery
is near the airport above Hangdewa and
within a community of Tibetans. It is a
great place to sample Tongba (a millet
based alcoholic drink made in Limbu
territory) and Tibetan bread.

4 Suketar Buddhist Monastery

3.5. Chandeshor Dham

Chandeshor Dham
is along the path from Hangdewa. It is
a temple to the god Shiva and a
relatively easy walk, up paved paths
with prayer flags.

5 Chandeshor Dham
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3.6. Taplejung

Taplejung
is the regional town, filled with flowers and
flags at celebratory times. Taplejung Bazaar
sells most of what you might need and has
a range of cafes and eating houses as well
as places to play pool or carom.

6 Taplejung
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3.7. Hiking
From wandering around the village to a 19-day round trip to Kanchenjunga Base Camp –
there are many reasons to hike. Walks are up and down hill either on paved or mud paths –
more difficult ones higher up across rocks too. This is a remote part of the world with few
trekkers and so always best to take a local with you.
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4. A Once-in-a-Lifetime Experience on Top of the World
Are you ready for an adventure this summer?
Do you have a friend (or two) whom you would like to travel with?
Is Nepal on your bucket-list?
Are you up for contributing to a school with some of the most eager, respectful and playful children
you will ever meet?
Do you, and your friend, speak excellent English? Can you contribute to Maths Club, practical science
lessons, singing, computer skills, coding or something else that would widen the children’s horizons?

5. Travel, Visas and Vaccinations
We use a travel company to arrange all internal travel in Nepal www.himalayanecstasynepal.com
You would need to get to Kathmandu, Nepal, where you would be met by a friend of the schools.
You might wish to see the ancient sites for a few days.

And then journey across the Himalayas to the far North Eastern town, Taplejung. There are flights to
Suketar Airport, Taplejung, three times a week - but only when the skies are clear - that take about
45 minutes, costing foreigners $100 USD each way. At least one teacher will meet you at the airport.
From Suketar to Taplejung it is all downhill and, by jeep, it takes approx. 15 to 20 minutes’ drive and a further 20 minutes to Hangdewa.
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Otherwise, you can fly to Bhadrapur in the SE and take an 8-9 hour bus journey, departing every
morning, (or rent a jeep with a driver) to Taplejung, possibly stopping overnight in the tea-growing
region of Ilam, taking a donkey ride through the fields. Bhadrapur is situated on the southern plain
of the country and, therefore, there are no problems with mountains, weather or difficult landings
and so the 30-minute flight takes place several times every day.
Or take an overnight bus from Kathmandu to Jhapa Bus Park and onwards by another bus to
Taplejung Bus Station. It takes about 8-10 hours from Kathmandu to Jhapa and another 8-9 hours
from Jhapa to Taplejung.
You will need a visa, usually available at the airport but you need to check before travelling.
Likewise, vaccinations are advisable.

6. What You Would Contribute
In the village of Hangdewa, from May 2021, there will be two schools, eleven classes, 17 teachers
and assistants for 237 students aged 4-15, both boys and girls. These schools are governed by a
charity set up in Nepal and sponsored from a UK charity. Very unusually for Nepal, they have clean
water to drink, electricity from the dam below (built by the Chinese), good teachers, with all lessons
in English, and 25 computers….with very poor WiFi.
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7. The Teachers and Schools
We need to bring lessons up to world standards and we have a number of strategies to do so. One
strategy is to get help from volunteers. Of course, practical science, technology, Maths, IT and more
spoken English would all be useful. Most of all, as the teachers’ IT know-how is basic (a bit of Word,
a bit of paint and a bit of excel), the students need guided practice using computers in cross-subject
projects. Moreover, they need to learn coding…using Java. Help with any of this would be amazing.
That is why we need you! Before you volunteer, we will see what you can offer and then plan your
time at the schools for maximum benefit.

8. You Can Expect Support
The schools have been up and running for more than a decade. People have visited from the UK,
USA, Hong Kong, Poland, Russia, Nigeria, India, Germany, Australia, New Zealand and more….so you
will be able to build on their experiences. The charity is well connected with people both worldwide
and with key people in Nepal itself. Most villagers only speak Nepali and their tribal language (Limbu,
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Sherpa etc), however, the schools have teachers who speak English, as do the children, and
everyone is very hospitable. The headmaster will make sure you are looked after and will help in any
way he can. None-the-less you will need to be resourceful: Nepal is a horrendously difficult country
to get things done – what might seem easy can still take days. Most teachers have only the most
basic IT skills: they have after-school sessions every week to help them improve. There is one
teacher who does his best to teach IT in a country where that is a theoretical subject only in schools.

9. Day to Day Living
You will stay in a lovely house with 360’ views, wrap-around balconies and rocking chairs to while
away the hours. Inside, a bedroom and combined living room with beds sleep 3 or 4 (1 king-sized
bed and 2 singles). The kitchen and bathroom have modern fittings e.g., a flush toilet, shower,
fridge, gas rings…although the washing machine is not plumbed in.

You will cook for yourself and do the chores that are needed to be done in the villa, however, the
Headmistress of the next door Montessori school (for little children) lives below you with her
husband, the IT/English teacher, and so if you need anything or have any problem whilst staying at
the Villa, you can always ask them for help.
As most of the villagers are farmers, you can easily get seasonal, fresh vegetables and fruits. The
people here are welcoming and kind, so they will be interested in helping you during your stay.
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There is a small area near the school called Aashangpati, where you can shop for a few things you
may need, otherwise you have to go to Taplejung Bazaar, which is an hour’s walk from Hangdewa.
This is a remote location and therefore it is best if you are happy trekking, exploring, meeting people
in their homes, reading, playing cards etc, helping children and young people learn IT skills,
technology, Maths, chess and spoken English outside of the curriculum…..and maybe have other
hobbies. Many visitors return for a way of life that has disappeared from much of the rest of the
world and, even here, is beginning to change.

10. Code of Conduct
All our teachers and volunteers care for the children and ensure they reach their potential.
We instil into every aspect of the school’s life the values of:
•

Equality

•

Quality

•

Engagement

•

Aspiration

•

Achievement

•

Responsibility

11. Health and Safety School Rules
➢ The first aid kits are kept in the staff rooms. Teachers make sure the contents are up-todate and you know how to use them. Children must find an adult if someone is hurt.
➢ Never allow any child under 5 to climb the stairs at the Yellow School. No child under 5
should be unsupervised by an adult at any time on school premises so always take a
child to an adult.
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➢ When you walk around the playground, make sure there are no objects that might harm
children or cause accidents, removing all the stones and making sure that any football or
other games played do not threaten others.
➢ No student is ever allowed to jump through the fences, stand on chairs or tables, or run
up the stairs recklessly.
➢ Keep the corridors and school premises clean and clear. Litter must be in the bin (and
emptied daily), and the floors swept of dust etc. All light bulbs must be working and
switched-on during lessons when bad weather.
➢ Use sharp and pointed objects like scissors, blades and nails with care and keep them in
a safe place, replacing them immediately after use.
➢ Always wash your hands after using the toilets.
➢ No volunteer may communicate directly with a student in writing eg by Instagram,
FaceBook or email, only via a teacher or Q. Learning Nepal CIO Trustee.
➢ No volunteer may have any relationship with a student other than professional.

12. Behaviour Expected of You at The School
These were written by a Nepalese volunteer:

➢ Greet people with ‘Namaste’.

➢

Be friendly, kind and courteous all the time.

➢

Support staff in the execution of their duties and assist them as necessary.

➢

Follow all lawful and reasonable decisions and direction given by staff.

➢

Share your knowledge amongst the teachers and students.

➢

Use respectful and non-judgmental language.

➢

Share the responsibility for improving educational opportunities for all.

➢

Be responsible and accountable in the way you carry out your role.

➢

Respect the culture and tradition of the locality.
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13. Some Useful Nepali Phrases
➢ Namaste or Namaskar: is the traditional manner of greeting people in Nepal. Sewaro:
Namaste in the Limbu Language.
➢ Dai / didi: is a form of addressing anyone older than you with respect, using the term dai
for men and didi for women.
➢ Dhanyabaad: Thank you.
➢ Sanchai hunu huncha? How are you?
➢ Bhetera khusi lagyo: Nice to meet you.

14. Packing List for Nepal
➢ Passport
➢ Air ticket info printed out
➢ Emergency contact details
➢ Copies of above
➢ Spare photos
➢ Bum bag
➢ Backpack
➢ Shoulder bag / light day bag
➢ Books / Kindle
➢ Adapter / electrical charger

➢ Head torch
➢ 2 pens and paper
➢ Enable phone for Nepal
➢ Music / games
➢ Cash – enough for your holiday - $2,000USD Nepal maximum
➢ 2 or 3 bank cards (your bank is unlikely to allow more than £25 withdrawal)
➢ Sunscreen
➢ Sun hat
➢ Sun glasses
➢ Sweets to distribute (boiled fruit or mini-Mars bars)
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➢ Antiseptic hand wash – can be bought
➢ Tissues – can be bought

➢ Shower gel
➢ Wash bag / toothbrush etc
➢ Personal medication (check legal if travelling via Gulf States)
➢ Walking boots/shoes and socks (2 pairs)
➢ Sandals for walking
➢ 6 pairs underpants
➢ At least 2 bras (optional!)
➢ Modest nightwear
➢ Flip flops – can be bought
➢ Layers e.g. cotton tops, walking shirts
➢ Fleece for evening
➢ Walking trousers or/and Bermudas
➢ Something 'smart but modest'

➢ Waterproof jacket (and trousers if you have them: in monsoon or shoulder season only)

Not necessary if staying all your time in Kanchenjunga Villa:
➢ Sleeping bag 4 seasons preferably

➢ Blow-up mattress
➢ Inflatable pillow
➢ Needle and thread
➢ Plastic bags and 2 carrier bags
➢ Emergency first aid including anti diarrhoea
➢ Clothes wash
➢ Towel – microfibres
➢ Wet ones (without plastic)
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15. Term Dates
Ter
Terms
First term
Second term
Third term
Annual term

Start of Terms
April 20th
July 26th
November 1st
January 17th

Exam Dates
15th – 25th June
5th – 15th October
3rd – 13th January
th

th

29 – 6 April

End of Term
June 25
October 15
January 13
April 6
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16. Application to Be A Volunteer
Application to Volunteer at the Q.Learning Nepal Trust CIO Sponsored Schools
in Hangdewa, NE Nepal

We are so very pleased that you are considering volunteering at the Schools in Hangdewa…previous
volunteers and visitors have found this to be life-enriching and the schools have benefitted hugely –
you may wish to read what they have said:www.qlearningnepal.com/testimonials/

About Yourself
In order to help you decide if this is for you, please could you tell us about yourself:
➢ Name
➢ Contact details: address, email and phone
➢ Date of Birth
➢ Nationality/Passport
➢ Education
➢ Job Experience
➢ Life Experience
➢ Skills

Type of Volunteering
Teaching
(1) Computers, ICT, applications, and coding

Age Range

(2) English
(3) Technology
(4) Practical Science
(5) Creative subjects

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

4-6
7-10
11-14
Beyond 15…

(6) Sports
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Tourism – Help to increase our professionalism
➢ Front of house
➢ Hygiene, cleaning and food preparation
➢ Marketing

When and With Whom?
On-site preference April, May, June, July, August, September (please state month and length of
visit). We also need help with admin at any time of year based from your home.
We prefer volunteers to come as a duo or trio: who else would come with you? (They should also
complete an application)

Is It Right for You?
What illnesses or conditions do you have? Can you get insurance? The nearest hospital is 90 mins
walk away or a jeep/back of a motorcycle ride and bringing a taxi jeep from the nearby town can be
slow… This is mountainous…are you mobile enough to cope with walking on rough terrain?
The villagers are very hospitable, none-the-less this is a rural community….and WiFi can fail. How
would you spend your downtime (a) days and (b) evenings?
Is there anything we should know about your past? Could you supply a character witness? We need
to know if you have ever had a criminal record.

Some Practicals
Are you vegan, vegetarian, flexitarian, meat-eater etc? All are possible.
Would you be adding on time in Nepal beyond this volunteering? Visa considerations.
Have you thought about how you would fund your travel to Hangdewa and back?
Is there anything else you would like to tell us about yourself such as what you are hoping for and
what you want to do?

Please return your application to lesley.warburton@qlearningnepal.com
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